Across
1. Typical CDs store several hundred
4. Mindless
9. Last of 24 letters
14. John, in Flanders (Alt.)
15. DVD player button
16. Number 1... and also numbers 2, 3, 4...
17. Start of many book titles
18. Cemitas Puebla offering
19. City infamous for its water crisis*
20. Winner of the banner competition*
22. Signing author?*
23. Pie place, according to a trope
24. Toddlers look up to them
26. Bin closer?
28. ___ Arbor
29. Its stone is emerald*
32. Saltwater
35. Obesity cause
37. French vineyard
38. Their mascot is a monkey*
41. "Braveheart" protagonist*
43. "Oh no!"
44. Asian country
46. "___ It": High School Musical 2
47. Senate vote
48. "What's poppin"?
49. Fetty ___
50. One hitting high As
53. 90° from norte
57. Southern dining option*
60. Towards the forest*
62. Double-reeds
63. Battery end

Down
1. Urban legends
2. Iranian faith
3. Inventor of a certain law of refraction*
4. Take yourself, in Madrid
5. On hand
6. Computerized text format
7. It's used in signs
8. GRE provider
9. Did in
10. Spree locales
11. A contradiction with God, some contend
12. Parental unit?
13. Hawking subj.
21. Thing to walk
22. A little yes, a little no
25. Be familiar with
27. Haul (in)
29. Would-be dr.'s exam
30. Chevron competitor
31. Chinese currency (Alt.)*
32. ___ Stark, the three-eyed raven
33. Costa ___
34. Not at all tasty
36. Jessica of Fantastic Four
39. Grating
40. Prospie activity
42. Infatuated "Looney Tunes" skunk
45. Birthed
49. Like many U of C doors
50. Chicago aquarium
51. 90° from norte
52. ___ Kebab (Chicago Persian restaurant)
54. "Super Smash Bros." bounty hunter
55. Somewhere between a walk and a canter (Alt.)*
56. Enlighten, as students by the Core
57. They can be tipped
58. Biblical murder victim
59. "Beloved" author Morrison
61. Journey's end (Abbr.)
63. /r/prequelMemes hero